The limitation of a current consisting of charged high energy particles (cosmic rays) passing through interstellar space is discussed. As interstellar matter is ionized, interstellar space is considered as a good conductor so that the electric field always equals zero. The motion of the particles is then governed by the magnetic fields produced by themselves. This sets a rather low upper limit to the currents through space so that a difference in intensity of cosmic rays in different points is smoothed out very slowly. This means that the intensity may vary considerably even within the galactic system. An explanation of the excess of positive particles in cosmic radiation is tentatively suggested, Arguments are given for the view that most of the rays we receive on the earth are generated within less than 1000 light years from us.
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(e. g, at the double stars); how will these rays move and what is the intensity of the radiation at a certain pointP The general solution of the problem offers very great mathematical difhculties and no way of attack has as yet been found. We must therefore confine ourselves to a simple special case in which it is possible to estimate the factors limiting the free exchange of cosmic rays between different parts of space. It is clearly understood that there may be some danger in drawing too far-reaching general conclusions from such a special case. But on the other hand, as there no doubt always is an upper limit to a charged particle current through space, the treatment of a special case is very likely to give the right order of magnitude of this limit, and also to give a survey of the types of phenomena which must be taken into consideration.
A S the main part of the cosmic radiation very likely consists of positively charged particles an anisotropy of the radiation is equivalent to an electric current through space. As 
easily through a small displacement of the slow particles. In other words, as interstellar space can be assumed to be a good conductor no considerable electric field can be established. In the following we assume that the electric field is sero in a system where the interstellar matter is at rest, and that only magnetic forces act upon the cosmic rays. As the magnetic fields from celestial bodies are confined to their close neighborhood the motion of cosmic rays is governed by the magnetic fields produced by their own motion.
As an example we will treat the following special case. Suppose that we have an infinite conducting plane (y -s plane (Fig. 1) ) in interstellar space. From a circular surface with the radius ro charged particles (for example positives) are emitted in the direction of the positive x axis, all of them having the same mass m and the same energy e U, the latter being of the same order of magnitude as that of the cosmic rays. We consider the state when the emission has been going on at a constant rate for a considerable time so that all transient phenomena have disappeared. The space charge of the emitted particles is then neutralized by slow ions so that the emitted particles travel under the influence of the magnetic field of the ray itself. (In order to close the current we can assume that the emitted charge is brought back to the surface p= V/H.
As a first approximation we assume that (1) =cUr/2I if r) ro (3b).
The Eq. (3a) can be integrated by means of elliptic functions. Fig. 2 shows the path of particles starting in the direction of the x axis at different distances from it and obeying (3a). It is evident that the particles on the paths aa'a", bb'b", cc'c", and dd'd" on the whole move in the positive direction so that they constitute a part of the beam. 'But the particles on the paths ee'e" and ff'f" go in the opposite direction. Consequently, only the particles up to a certain limit r=r' situated between d and e will take part in the beam. If we put ro r' a,nd apply (3--b) to the portion r) ro, the paths ee'e" and ff'f" still go in the negative direction. (Fig. 1) . Then the positive particles are bent downwards and the negative particles upwards. The separation of the particles gives rise to a current in the direction of the positive x axis in the part of the beam below the x -s plane and a current in the opposite direction above the x -s plane. The magnetic fields of these currents increase the separation which causes a further increase of the magnetic field, so that the beam breaks up into a positive particle beam and a negative particle beam, traveling in opposite directions (para]lel to the y axis). ' Consequently, even in this case the number of particles in a beam underlies the same limitation.
'Also, the isotropic emission of the same amount of positive and negative particles from the surface of a sphere is unstable, if the medium around the sphere is conducting. Fig. 3 in the direction of the positive x axis, it follows the path gg'g"g"'. It is evident that upon the whole it moves in the direction of the positive x axis. It is where io is the current density in the direct beam and Ip is given by (5).
It must be pointed out that except in the direct beam and its close neighborhood the anisotropy of the radiation is very small.
VI
It is interesting to observe that if a positiveparticle current of the type described in Section V is established, a negative particle must drift in the opposite direction. Thus even in the driftcurrent region we have the same phenomenon as described in Section IV; Positive and negative particles have a tendency to travel in opposite directions. In the absence of electrostatic forces the magnetic forces between currents in wires tend to make the currents parallel. This is a phenomenon of the same type.
Thus it seems likely that if positive and negative cosmic-ray particles are generated in a certain volume, they will leave it in opposite directions. Consequently, an observer situated on one side of the generators finds an excess of positive particles, an observer on the other side receives more negatives. This means that the sign of the prevalent particles varies with the situation of the observer. Thus, the excess of positive cosmic rays observed here on our earth may be fortuitous, and not representative for the cosmic radiation in other parts of space. VII Let us suppose that in a cylinder with the radius r and the length l we have a current of the type discussed here, in the direction of the axes. The maximum of energy which can be transported through the surface of the cylinder is obtained if the current through one of the circular surfaces consists of positive particles and the current through the other one of negative Putting V=-, ')&10 e.s.u. and ip --2)(10 ' e.s.u.
(which corresponds to the intensity at the top of the atmosphere) and t/2=r=1000 light years (10" cm), we And T=10" years, which is more than the age of the universe! Further, if we calculate the absorption in interstellar matter within the cylinder, we find that it is many times as large as S", .
Let us now suppose that our earth is situated within the cylinder. We have found that unless the values of ip and V are many times larger at the surface of the cylinder than the values measured at the top of the earth's atmosphere (which is improbable), the current through the surface can neither fill the cylinder to the intensity measured here, nor compensate for the absorption losses. Consequently, cosmic radiation must have been generated within the cylinder.
This indicates that most of the cosmic radiation me obtain here on earth has been generated within a distance of less than 1000 light years '(The th. ickness of the galactic system is about 10,000, the diameter about 100,000 light years. ) 4 
